Exploration is a central component of human and animal behavior that has been studied in rodents for almost a century. The measures used by neuroscientists to characterize full-blown exploration are limited in exposing the dynamics of the exploratory process, leaving the morphogenesis of its structure and meaning hidden. By unfettering exploration from constraints imposed by hunger, thirst, coercion, and the confines of small cage and short session, using advanced computational tools, we reveal its meaning in the operational world of the mouse. Exploration consists of reiterated roundtrips of increasing amplitude and freedom, involving an increase in the number of independent dimensions along which the mouse moves (macro degrees of freedom). This measurable gradient can serve as a standard reference scale for the developmental dynamics of some aspects of the mouse's emotional-cognitive state and for the study of the interface between behavior and the neurophysiologic and genetic processes mediating it. dimensionality emergence assay (DIEM assay) ͉ dynamics of exploration ͉ mouse open field behavior ͉ neophobia E xploration is the process by which animals and man familiarize themselves with a novel environment. The drive to explore is so fundamental that it overrides most of the other drives: Man enters life-threatening situations in his exploration of ever new territories on the planet and in outer space, and a dam rat placed in an unforeseen environment together with its pups, first explores the new territory extensively and only then attends to the pups. Exploratory behavior has been studied in rodents for almost a century in two main setups-in mazes (1, 2) and in the open field test (3). While mazes are most appropriate for testing formulated hypotheses because they impose a priori constraints on the path, the paucity of such constraints in the open field arena highlights intrinsic constraints, offering unexpected hypotheses (4-10). The open field is one of the most common tests in the study of navigation (11), curiosity (12), anxiety (13, 14), lesion-induced (15), drug-induced (16, 17), genetically engineered behavior (18, 19) , and behavior of animal models of psychiatric diseases (20, 21). The measurements taken in it consist, however, of statistical summaries (22, 23) disregarding the dynamics of occupancy of a novel environment and the animal's moment-to-moment emotional and cognitive states. A dynamic representation of these processes and states is clearly indispensable for correlating the behavior with the neurophysiologic processes that mediate the behavior.
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To reduce external constraints on the mouse's behavior, we extend the arena 10-fold in space and 100-fold in time (to 2.5-m diameter for 45 h). To increase the likelihood of novelty-seeking and inquisition rather than adjustment to novelty we replace the forced and stressful introduction of the mouse into the arena with free exploration from a home-shelter (8, (24) (25) (26) (27) , to reduce the likelihood of foraging we provide free supply of food and water in the home-cage (28) , and to slow down the occupancy of the arena we study the inbred strain BALB/c, known for its neophobia (29, 30) . The alleviation of all of these constraints, never before implemented simultaneously, creates a mousecentered, as opposed to an experimenter-centered, setup. Allowing the mouse to manage actively the timing, amount, and type of perceptual input exposes a rule-governed measurable behavioral gradient whose dynamics highlights a progressive increase in the number of macro degrees of freedom (MDFs) that become available to the mouse, and a quantitative build up leading to the exhaustion and subsequent emergence of new MDFs. The growth process also involves approach-andavoidance tendencies (8) that change with increasing familiarity with the environment and increase the mouse's freedom of movement within MDFs. We call the setup and measurement system we use to quantify this behavior the dimensionality emergence assay (DIEM assay). The gradient it yields provides a standard reference scale that sets the ground for the study of the allometry of behavior.
Results
Developmental Sequence. In the free setup, the moment-tomoment developmental dynamics of the mouse-environment interaction consist of a gradual, stretched-out and well-ordered expansion of reiterated roundtrips performed from the homecage. This growth process involves a progressive addition of types of motion to the mouse's repertoire in a recurring order, leading to a transition from restricted to free exploratory behavior. The emergence of a new type of motion is followed by a build up in its amplitude, frequency, and complexity.
As illustrated in the behavior of a selected mouse (Fig. 1) , the sequence includes 12 types of motion that were performed in all of the mice (Fig. 2) , where we further denote the first appearance of a type of motion as a landmark: First the mice (motion 1) Peep-and-hide from within the cage into the arena (part of body within the cage). Then they (motion 2) Cross-the-doorway-andretreat backwards into the cage pelvis-on. Next, they fully enter the arena, (motion 3) Circle-in-place, and (motion 4) Depart-head-on into the home-cage. In the next stage, the path from entry to departure consists of borderline movement in which the mouse travels only along the wall. A (motion 5) simple Borderlineroundtrip is performed, consisting of a single outbound portion and a single return portion. At this stage, the mouse returns all of the way home and departs into the home-cage before starting a new roundtrip. Then, a new option appears, to reverse direction and proceed on a new outbound trip without going all of the way home. At this new stage the mouse may return all of the way to the doorway but skip a departure (cage skip), or return half-way, or even return an incipient homeward distance and then proceed with a new outbound trip. All of these interrupted returns are classified as (motion 6) Home-related-shuttles. The next motion breaks the asymmetry of the one-sided borderline roundtrips: (motion 7) Borderline-roundtrip-in-the-other-direction relative to the door- This article is a PNAS Direct Submission. 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: ehud.fonio@weizmann.ac.il.
way. Movement along the wall finally culminates with a (motion 8) Full-circle around the arena. Movement into the center starts from somewhere along the wall with a (motion 9) simple Incursion into the center. It consists of a single center-bound and a single return portion back to the wall. As with the borderline roundtrips, restricted incursions including one approach (to center) and one avoidance (to wall) segment are followed by free ones, including an increasing number of (motion 10) Border-related-shuttles with several alternations between approach and avoidance on the return portion. The end of the third phase is marked by (motion 11) Reaching-the-center, the maximal distance from the wall. The mouse then commences with vertical movement by (motion 12) Jumping. Once a new type of motion emerges, it is performed repeatedly, conjointly with all of the other types of motion that preceded it in the sequence (for algorithmic definitions of the landmarks see SI Materials and Methods)
The types of motion are defined on the basis of their sequencing in all of the examined mice in this and other strains (see Materials and Methods and SI Materials and Methods). For example, circling in place (motion 3) and departing head on (motion 4) are not united into a single type because one BALB/c mouse (Fig. 2 , mouse #7) as well as mice from other strains inserted a cage skip between them.
Generality of the Developmental Sequence. Fig. 2 presents the actual genesis (31), i.e., the moment-to-moment developmental sequence, in which the path landmarks emerge and are appended to the repertoire in each of the tested BALB/c mice. Five out of the 12 mice share exactly the same order of the 12 landmarks (Fig. 2 , mice #1-5) as the mouse described above. In three additional mice, a single swap between adjacent landmarks is needed to reproduce the sequential order (Fig. 2, mice #6, 8 , and 9). In two mice, two swaps are needed (Fig. 2 , mice #7 and 10), and in two mice, three swaps are needed (Fig. 2, mouse #11 and  12 ). An average of 33 swaps would be necessary to order a random sequence of 12 landmarks so as to fit a given order. Equivalently, whereas the average Spearman rank correlation for random sequences correlated with a given sequence is expected to be 0, here the correlation values range between 0.958 and 1, reflecting the strong similarity between the orders of the landmarks across mice. The sequence is thus extremely robust. It can be divided into four blocks: landmarks 1-4 represent "movement in place" (zero-dimension space); landmarks 5-8 represent movement along the border (one-dimension space); landmarks 9-11 represent radial movement (two-dimension space); and landmark 12 vertical movement (three-dimension space). The general order of the four blocks is fixed showing no overlap in the first six mice and little overlap of one to three swaps during the transitions from zero-to one-and from one-to two-dimension space.
Build Up in Amplitude, Frequency, and Geometrical Complexity of
Motions. Not only is the growth across stages from staying-inplace to movement with one, then with two, and then with three MDFs fixed, but it is also accompanied by a build up in amplitude and frequency of the motions within MDFs (for animation of build up in borderline and radial movements see Movie S1).
(i) The staying-in-place stage consists of a build up in amplitude of peeping and hiding leading to crossing and retreating, then to circling in place near the doorway and entering homecage head on (Fig. 3A) . This stage, which is essentially movement in place (zero-dimension space or zero MDF) is restricted spatially in BALB/c mice. It culminates with movement along the border (one-dimension space).
(ii) Movement with one MDF builds up in maximal angular distance from home, max values, almost monotonically from one roundtrip to the next, keeping the radial distance from wall, , close to zero (Fig. 3B ). This increase in borderline roundtrip amplitude is joined next by the option not to return all of the way into the home-cage, as expressed by the emergence and subsequent proliferation of cage skips and home-related shuttles (blue dots in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3B ). The simple borderline roundtrips turn in this way into complex ones including one to several homerelated shuttles. The build up in the borderline roundtrips in the other direction, which follows the extended sequence of onesided roundtrips (Fig. 1, top part of left spiral), is steep in comparison to the corresponding build up in the main direction (Figs. 3B and Fig. S1 ).
One to several full circles in one or both directions herald the end of the one-dimensional stage and the emergence of the two-dimension movement stage (for borderline and radial build up graphs of all BALB/c mice see Figs. S1 and S2).
(iii) The simple incursions are short and linear, starting and ending in the same location along the wall. The build up within incursions includes both an increase in maximal distance from wall, max values, and an increase in the wall section bounded between the start and end of the incursion. The increase in amplitude becomes associated with the option not to return all of the way to the wall. This is reflected in the emergence and subsequent proliferation of Border-related-shuttles (Fig. 4 , black dots, and Fig. S3 ), turning simple incursions into complex ones, and simple roundtrips into complex ones, including one to several Border-related-shuttles. The invasion of the third, vertical, dimension space emerges much later.
Developmental Sequence in Free C57BL/6 Mice. To obtain a wider perspective on the generality of the sequence we tested in the same setup (see Materials and Methods) a group of C57BL/6 mice, the most common inbred strain used in biological research. Fig. 5 presents the sequences of each of the tested mice based on the same algorithms (SI Materials and Methods). As shown, both strains share the same types of motion (and therefore landmarks) except for Cross-the-doorway-and-retreat (landmark #2), which is absent in all but one C57BL/6 mouse, and Extended-gardenroundtrip (landmark 4Ј and "garden" as defined in SI Materials and Methods), which is absent in the BALB/c mice (Fig. 2) . In other words, the C57BL/6 mice largely do not retreat backward into the cage, and perform a few very short roundtrips away from the doorway and the wall (Fig. 5 and Fig. S4) , thus extending the garden area, before commencing with the simple borderline roundtrips.
Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between each sequence and the averaged rank sequence in that strain was used to assess the within-strain stability of the landmarks sequence. The correlation coefficients range between 0.944 and 0.993, with median of 0.975, a remarkable within-strain similarity. At most four swaps of neighbors are needed to reproduce the representative sequential order of the strain from any specific mouse sequence. When comparing the C57BL/6 to the BALB/c, there an addition of a landmark that brings about a spatially extended zero-dimension and a partial temporal overlap between zeroand one-dimension, a swap between landmarks 8 and 9, reflecting a temporal overlap between the one and two dimensions, and a swap between landmarks 10 and 11, reflecting early crossing of the center in some of the mice. As highlighted by the respective color groups, zero-, one-, two-, and three-dimension space unfold successively.
Discussion
Gradient. Unfettering exploratory behavior from the constraints imposed by coercion, hunger, and thirst, and from the confines of a small cage and a short session exposes a stable rule-governed moment-to-moment developmental gradient. Using BALB/c mice exposes a gradient that is generated by (i) cyclic approachand-avoidance roundtrips showing a stretched out progressive build up in amplitude and in geometrical complexity, involving (ii) a progressive increase in the number of MDFs manifested as independent spatial dimensions (zero-, one-, two-, and threedimension space) along which the mouse moves, (iii) an exhaustion of each dimension before the emergence of the next dimension in the sequence, and (iv) a gradual increase in the freedom of movement within these dimensions. At a finer resolution, the increase in dimensionality and in freedom is marked by the sequential emergence of types of motion, where each initial performance of a type is termed a landmark. The landmarks provide a developmental reference scale. The superposition of all types of motion yields eventually an apparently unpredictable path.
The remarkable orderliness of the sequence raises many questions: How general are the four dimensions across strains, situations, and treatments? To what extent is the exhaustion of a dimension a prerequisite for the emergence of the next dimension in line? What are the variables that determine the rate of build up and the increase of freedom within dimensions? How distinct are the 12 landmarks, and to what extent can they be independently manipulated? Answering these questions will require extensive experimental manipulations and interstrain comparisons, yet, analyzing data obtained in two other studies, one performed under the same conditions on C57BL/6 in the free setup (see Materials and Methods) and another performed in similar, although not identical, conditions on BALB/c mice in two forced setups (32) (SI Materials and Methods), offers a direction.
Roundtrips. The gradual occupancy of the arena through cyclic approach-and-avoidance roundtrips is preserved both in the free C57BL/6 mice (Fig. S4) , and in the two forced setups with BALB/c, one with a walled arena and one with an arena surrounded by a cliff (Figs. S5-S7 ).
Emergent Dimensionality. The primacy of zero-dimension space over one-dimension space, and of one-dimension space over two-dimension space is preserved (i) under coercion, (ii) with cliffs replacing walls, and (iii) with free C57BL/6 replacing free BALB/c mice ( Fig. 5 and Figs. S4-S7 ). Because scanning movements direct the eyes and ears, and progressions carry the nose and whiskers to target locations in the environment (9), trajectory dynamics portray the dynamics of the mouse's operational space (33, 34) . The regularity in which a MDF is managed and exhausted before passing to the next MDF implies recordkeeping and therefore cognition-related skills. The primacy of attention to edges over attention to the spaces between them is characteristic of perceptual systems, regardless of the agent and the sensory channel used (35) (36) (37) (38) . The recent discovery of border cells in the rat's entorhinal cortex (39) supports the distinct status of borderline movement, while the sequence we report suggests a corresponding developmental dynamics in the brain. We predict the firing of a still undiscovered origin-of-axes class of neurons whose firing would encode zero-dimension movement and precede the firing of the border cells that encode borderline movement. Our descriptive model further predicts 5 . The generality of the developmental sequence in free C57BL/6 mice. Numerals and respective background colors represent the landmark motions that were described in Fig. 1 in the order of their emergence in each of the mice. Top two rows represent the prototype sequences of each of the two strains. Cross-the-doorway-and-retreat (Landmark 2) is skipped in all but one of the C57BL/6 mice; Extended-garden-roundtrips (4') are inserted in all C57BL/6 mice before or immediately after the onset of Borderline-roundtrips (6) . Simple Incursions (9) typically emerge before the borderline dimension is exhausted (8) and early crossing of the center (11) occurs before Borderrelated-shuttles (10) in most of the mice.
the existence of two additional classes of neurons, respectively encoding distance-from-edge and distance-from-floor, whose firing patterns would sequentially follow border cell firing in the process of arena occupancy.
Zero-Dimension Space. Staying-in-place movements are spatially restricted in the free BALB/c mice (Figs. 1, 2 , and 3A and Movie S1) and spatially extended in the free C57BL/6 mice ( Fig. 5 and  Fig. S4 ). In the forced setups, in the BALB/c mice, this stage is sometimes distorted by the coercive introduction of the mouse into the arena (Fig. S7) . A retrospective examination of the free BALB/c mice behavior following the isolation of the extended garden roundtrips in the C57BL/6 mice suggests that even two of the free BALB/c mice show incipient motions of this type before commencing with the simple borderline roundtrips. In all of the setups and in both strains, zero-dimension space movements precede the systematic borderline movements, but in the BALB/c mice, zero-dimension space movements disappear or are diminished once borderline movements set in, whereas in the free C57BL/6 mice, there may be a greater overlap between the zero-and one-dimension movements (Fig. 5 and Fig. S4 ).
One and Two Dimensions. In the free BALB/c mice, the radial movements commence immediately after circle closure (Movie S1 and Fig. S1 ). An overlap, if present, between the two dimensions, is small in the free and in the walled forced BALB/c mice ( Fig. 2 and Figs. S5 and S7), larger in the BALB/c forced wall-less setup (Figs. S6 and S7), and much larger in the free C57BL/6 mice ( Fig. 5 and Fig. S4 ). Regardless of this, there is always a build up in amplitude within each of the dimensions separately (Figs. 3B and Fig. S1 for borderline, and Fig. 4 and Fig. S2 for radial movement) .
Three-Dimension Space. Jumping on the wall follows the full coverage of the arena's floor, reflecting the conversion of the wall from a shelter to a limiting boundary. It is performed last in the sequence by all of the mice (Figs. 2, 5 and Fig. S8 ).
Management of Input. Depriving mice of access to a familiar shelter results in the elevation of physiological and endocrinological correlates of anxiety and stress (24) . The cutting-off of environmental input accomplished by periodic departures into the home-cage, the incremental growth of roundtrips, and the shuttling suggest that the mouse regulates the amount of novel input or the arousal associated with it (40, 41) . Whereas during early borderline roundtrips, outbound trajectories are initiated only after a departure into the home-cage, later on departures are substituted increasingly more frequently by a visit to the garden, or by a small homebound segment. All of these variations suggest an attenuation of arousal to a level that allows subsequent resumption of an outbound trip involving a deeper penetration into unfamiliar terrain. The same dynamics repeat themselves during the invasion of the center. The gradual liberation of path dynamics from the compelling attraction of the home-cage or wall is expressed in the emergent freedom to reverse direction and resume outbound movement in the midst of return trips. Both home-and border-related shuttles are prevalent in all examined setups and strains. The assignment of specific cognitive and motivational significances to shuttling must await, however, validation through extensive environmental, genetic, and pharmacological manipulations. Quantification of the periodic departures, slow incremental growth, and shuttling should, however, provide an estimate of the management of arousal and anxiety.
Stability and Extendedness of Sequences. Management of arousal is indispensable also for the stability and extendedness of the sequence. As illustrated in Figs. S5-S7, the orderliness of the sequence is reduced in the forced setups. The number of roundtrips preceding the closure of the borderline circle is smaller in the two forced, compared to the free BALB/c setup (P Ͻ0.00002). During forced exploration, BALB/c mice perform drastically abbreviated sequences (42) compared to the extended free exploration sequences described here. More generally, old ethological observations report that under disturbances or coercion, low-intensity patterns are skipped, and the otherwise stable sequences of innate patterns are drastically abbreviated (31, 43, 44) . The inability to manage arousal in coercive forced exploration thus disrupts the otherwise stable sequence, explaining perhaps the previously held view that open field behavior is largely unpredictable.
A comparison of the stability of the sequences across the two free strains without the two nonshared landmarks yields a Spearman rank correlation coefficient of 0.988, implying a remarkable stability [BALB/c having the most common landmarks sequence: (1,3,4,4Ј,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) with a min ϭ 0.958, median ϭ 0.993, and max ϭ 1, and C57BL/6 with the most common landmarks sequence: (1,3,4,4Ј,5,6,7,9,8,11,10,12) with a min ϭ 0.944, median ϭ 0.975, and max ϭ 0.993].
An Autocentric Mobility Gradient. A developmental gradient involving a progressive addition of MDFs in the animal's autocentric space has also been established at the level of interlimb coordination (45, 46) . This gradient unfolds in psychoactive drug-induced behavior (47) and social interactions (48) , allowing quantification of the animal's position on the freedom-ofmovement scale.
Standard Reference Scale. The developmental sequence of exploration is vulnerable to stress. Its full-blown version reveals the generative rules of mature exploratory behavior, and the landmarks on its freedom-of-movement scale specify positions estimating the mouse's momentary cognitive and emotional state. Because the free BALB/c sequence is the fullest and most stretched out sequence exposed so far, it is qualified, with the addition of extended garden roundtrips (motion 4Ј), for serving as a standard reference scale for deciphering other sequences in other strains and preparations. Equivalent positions denoting the onset, build up, and offset of the same states in different strain sequences can now be aligned vis-à-vis each other, highlighting similarities and differences in developmental dynamics. Enhancing, or reducing of build up processes, skipping of landmarks (Fig. 5) , expanding processes, and even inserting motion types (Fig. 5) can all be identified, measured, and compared, thus setting the ground for an allometry of behavior. The freedomof-movement metric of this gradient fulfils a need for a quantitative representation of behavior that will allow the study of the moment-to-moment connectivity between behavior and neurophysiologic processes that mediate it.
Materials and Methods
Animals. The BALB/c mice (n ϭ 12 males, 11 weeks of age; Harlan Laboratories) were kept in a 12:12-h light cycle (Light: 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM), singly housed due to their known inter-male aggressiveness for 2 weeks before testing, at 22°C room temperature with water and food ad libitum, maintained in facilities fully accredited by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Animal Welfare Assurance Number A5010 -01 (TAU). The studies were conducted in accordance with the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals provided by the NIH, ''Principles of Laboratory Animal Care'' (NIH publication no. 86 -23, 1996) . To rule out the possibility that behavioral asymmetry reflected an absence of corpus callosum in some of the BALB/c mice (49) , all mice were screened by fMRI and found to have a normal structure. To obtain a wider perspective on the sequential order of landmarks, we videotaped in the free setup and examined both C57BL/6 and wild-caught mice (n ϭ 10 per group). The C57BL/6 mice whose sequence is presented in Fig. 5 (n ϭ 10 males, 11 weeks of age; Harlan Laboratories) were kept in a 12:12-h light cycle (Light: 06:00 AM to 6:00 PM), housed three per cage, for 2 weeks before testing. Their behavior was recorded 2 years after the free BALB/c mice.
Experimental Setup. The DIEM assay setup consists of a 250-cm-diameter circular arena having a nonporous gray floor illuminated with an IR projector (880-nm) and dim white light (Ͻ1 Lux) placed on the ceiling above arena center, simulating moonlight. The arena is surrounded by a 60-cm-high, primer gray continuous wall with a single 4 ϫ 5 cmЈ doorway leading to an infra-red lit Plexiglas home-cage (30 ϫ 40 ϫ 50 cmЈ) containing wood-or paper-shavings from the original home-cage and food and water ad lib. A small Plexiglas box attached to the home-cage doorway on its inner side forces the mouse to pass through it on its way into the arena without carrying along shavings that might distract the tracking system (Fig. S9) . Arena floor and Plexiglas-box floor are leveled. The vertical home-cage wall is firmly attached to the vertical arena wall securing an immediate passage between the arena and the home-cage interior (no corridor). Four heavy curtains separate the arena from the rest of the room. The arena was thoroughly rinsed with water and soap and then dried, and the home-cage was replaced by a clean homecage, at the end of each mouse-session.
Testing Protocol and Analysis. The mouse was housed in the replaced homecage, which included shavings from the original home-cage, for a 24-h adjustment period. To increase the likelihood that the mouse's activity was elicited by the exposure to the open space rather than by the diurnal cycle, the session commenced 4 h after the onset of the light cycle, which is the nonactive part of the cycle of mice, at 10:00 AM, when the doorway barrier was gently removed and kept open throughout the session. The infra red and dim light were switched on when the mouse was introduced into the home-cage (24 h before door removal). The BALB/c mice session extended over a 45-h period, and the C57BL/6 mice session extended over a 24-h period. The animals' location was tracked using EthoVision (50) (25 frames per s, 1 pixel ϭ 1 cm), and smoothed (51) and segmented (6) using SEE, a software-based Strategy for Exploring Exploration (52) available at http://www.tau.ac.il/ϳilan99/see/help. Further analysis was done using Mathematica (53) .
Landmark Algorithms. The algorithms used to identify and quantify the types of motion are available in SI Materials and Methods.
Public Database. All data used in the present study are publicly available (see SI Materials and Methods for details and access instructions).
